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Site Information

School Name: __________________________________________________________________________

Principal: ______________________________________________________________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________

District: _______________________________________________________________________________

County: _______________________________________________________________________________

City, State, ZIP:  _____________________________________________________________________________

AVID Information
Elementary Sites Secondary Sites

AVID Site Coordinator:  ______________________ AVID Site Coordinator:  ___________________________

Number of AVID
Elementary Classes:  _______________________ AVID Administrator:  ______________________________

Grade Level(s) Number of AVID
Implementing:  ____________________________ Elective Sections:  ______________________________

Date First Date First
Implemented:  _____________________________  Implemented:  _______________________________________

Site Goals Prepared By:
Please include name/role of all Site Team members. Schools with expanded AVID involvement should extend the list 
to include others who support the continuous improvement of your AVID College and Career Readiness System at 
your site.

Support Needs: At this time, our projected needs for support include:�

X X 

AVID Coordinator District Director

Download the  
AVID Site Goals 2021–2022 

Template

https://my.avid.org/file_sharing/default.aspx?id=27358
https://my.avid.org/file_sharing/default.aspx?id=27358
https://my.avid.org/file_sharing/default.aspx?id=27358
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Complete this page for each college and career readiness goal for your site to ensure that the goal is: clearly 
defined, validated, aligned to the AVID Coaching and Certification Instrument (CCI) and the AVID College and Career 
Readiness Framework, and integrated with school and district plans. Use this template to guide your team through 
the Plan Phase of the Continuous Improvement Cycle to set goals that are validated by existing data. Define action 
steps, determine the evidence that will be used to monitor progress, establish a timeline, and identify resources that 
will support the implementation phase. As the action steps are defined, have individuals formulate commitments 
to ensure that the efforts include many stakeholders and are sustainable. Integrate the goals into other school and 
district plans for the purpose of continuous improvement and schoolwide impact of your AVID College and Career 
Readiness System.
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What is the identified goal? Is it SMART?  
(Specific, Measurable, Action-oriented, Realistic, Timely)
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What data do we have to validate this goal? Using that data, what is 
our established baseline?
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What action steps do 
we think will generate 
improvement?
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What evidence will we use 
to measure progress?
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What is an appropriate 
timeline for the action 
steps?
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Who will be involved, and 
what will they do?  
(Name/Role/Action)
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What resources will we use to advance this goal? (Be sure to consider the resources available through MyAVID, 
including, but not limited to: Curriculum Resources, Professional Learning Opportunities, Core Strategies 
Webpages, and On Demand Modules.)
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